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We have developed a methodology for evaluating the prompt neutron emission

probability distribution, Pu, that v neutrons are emitted in a fission and for

comparing measured distributions for a given nuclide. This methodology gives an

objective way of establishing the best available values of Pv for a given nuclide

and realistic values for the uncertainties. Though Pv distributions have been

determined experimentally and the results published for many of the nuclides under-

going neutron induced or spontaneous fission over the past thirty years, as far as

we know, prior to the above reference there has been no such systematic method for

comparing or evaluating such distributions*

The method devolves upon the same mathematical formalism used to derive the

emission probabilities from the multiplicities observed experimentally from a given

apparatus. This latter quantity, Qn, the probability that n neutrons were

observed is given in terms of the single neutron detector efficiency £ and the

number of neutrons actually emitted, v by

Q n - IPvIvl/v!(n-v)!lE
n(l-e)V~n U)

By inverting this equation, it can be sol-red for the Pv, which are constants

of nature in contrast to the Qa, which depend on the particular apparatus through

c:

*v " lQnU!/v!{n-v)!]E~
n(e-l)n"v (2)

These expressions rest upon a single fundamental assumption, that the effi-

ciency of the detector e is independent of the multiplicity of emission v. Since

this assumption also underlies the determination of Vv, use of these relations In

the methodology for evaluating and rendering the distributions comparable involves
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no further assumptions and is simply consistent with the theory with which Pv was

originally determined from experiments.

The parameter e used in relating the experimentally determined Qn to the

Pv is usually determined by using what nay be termed a calibrating nuclide, one

for which the average value of v, <v> ("nubar") is well known, typically Z S 2Cf,

2 3 5U, or 2l*0Pu. Although by definition, <v> could be obtained from <v>-JvPv, it

can usually be determined more accurately from other experiments Independently of

the Pv. Given the <v> of the calibrating nuclide, e can be determined for the

given apparatus from the gross count g«e<v>q, where q is the source strength known

by independent means. <v> for the sample nuclide can now be recalculated using the

same gross count rate equation with the renormalized efficiency, e.

A basic cause of uncertainty in e which directly causes differences in the

Pv sets cited for a particular nuclide by different authors is due to different

values of <v> being assumed. Other causes of uncertainty in E are for example due

to differences in the neutron energy spectra for the calibrating nuclide compared

to the nuclide under study.

With the above brief background exposition, the methodology for evaluating

Pv for a given nuclide consists of two basic steps:

(i) A careful evaluation is made of the values for <v> cited in the litera-

ture. This includes correcting the quoted result due to its dependence on other

physical constants (better values of which are now available).

(ii) Each quoted Pv set is normalized and transformed according to equations

(1) and (2} by varying e until the value of <v> calculated from JvPv agrees with

the besr value for <v> obtained from the above evaluation. Generally the value of

e corresponding to the recommended value of <v> is within the experimenter*s own

estimate of the uncertainty in e. The transformations (1) and (2) preserve normal-



ity. After the above transformations, the various experimental sets of Pv for

the same nuclide can be averaged and the standard deviations calculated. In cases

where several sets of Pv are available, the standard deviation can be used as a

criterion to eliminate certain of the sets, thus improving what nay be tented the

best consensus set of Pv for the nuclide in question.

To date the nuclides 2 3 3, 2 3 S, 2 3 8O, 2 3 6 , 2 3 ^ 2 3 9 ^ 0 ^ 1 , 2 ^ and 2-42,2.*,..
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2<*8Cai have been evaluated,2 based on standard <u> values for neutron induced

and spontaneous fission of 2 3 SU * 2.414±0.007 neutrons/fission2 and 2 S 2Cf -

3.757±0.010 neutrons/fission3, respectively. In addition, evaluations for other

nuclides of Cf and Fa will be presented as the availability of data peraits.

A major impetus for the work are the needs of safeguards research and develop-

ment .4 it is also hoped that an improved data base aiding study of the system-

atics of the fission process will also result.

Research carried out under the auspices of the United States Department of
Energy under Contract No. DE-AC02-76CH00016.
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